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• Scientific (Research) infrastructures are based on e-infrastructures, which provide IT 

solutions in support of digital science

• Such IT solutions heavily rely on Open Source solutions:

Internet infrastructure services are based on Open Source software: DNS, mail systems, world wide web, etc. are based 

in Open Source soliutions

Commercial and non-commercial cloud providers (including Azure) use Linux as the fabric for virtualization systems

Container management platforms (Docker, Kubernets, Mesos, etc.) are Open Source

Private cloud platforms (OpenStack, Opennebula, etc) are Open Source

• Benefits

Maintenance costs

Distribution of workload

Enhancement and natural selection of software solutions via Open Source projects

To what extent Open Source Software and Hardware 
improves scientific infrastructures?



• How they are…

Quest for reproduciblity finds easy calls in transparency and collaboration of 

Open Source

SoftwareHeritage.org, OpenAIRE

• How they could…

Maybe Open Source sustainability models could inspire research systems’ 

sustainability?

How are Open Source development models inspiring new 
ways for opening the research system?



• Recognition of Scientific software: bridges between research 

and programming realms

Persistent identifiers (e.g. Source Code Identification RDA WG)

Software repositories to include metadata to ensure reproducibility, attribution, 

citations, funding projects (e.g. OpenAIRE Guidelines for Software Repositories)

Scientific reward and return of investment for funders

• Scientific peer review to affect programming world

Software papers with many citations may be indicators of good software 

(reliaiability, reuse, etc.)

Software paper’s Open Peer reviews could be attached to software

How Open Science paradigms could be transposed into 
Open Source beyond 2020?



• EC calls

Open Source mandates and Management Plans

Research software mandates: re-use, contribute to, produce Open Source products

``do not reinvent the bicycle and if you really have to make sure it is an Open Source bicycle, which others can 

contribute to or re-use for research and business’’

Deposit research software where it can be preserved, cited, and attributed

Open Source evaluators for EC research projects

• EC strategies

Remove ambiguities rewarding software patents: author rights as a ̀ `subset’’ of intellectual 

properties, US vs European patenting rules

Investing into R&D for the realization of Open Sources solutions in support of a pan-european 

processing infrastructure, federating the national infrastructures, competing with the giants

Sustainability training (governance, legal and business aspects)

Bridging companies and education

Should there be a role for policy setting at EU level? What actions of the European 
Commission could maximize the positive impact of Open Source in the European science?
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